ABSTRACT -To improve understanding of structural coupling and deformation patterns throughout the loaded ribcage, the present study reports the force-displacement and kinematic responses under a highly-localized loading condition using three PMHS ribcages (ages 44, 61, and 63 years). The ribcages were quasi-statically loaded locally to a non-failure displacement (nominally 15% of the ribcage depth at the loaded rib level) at approximately 25 unilateral locations and 5-7 geometrically symmetric bilateral locations on the anterior surface of each ribcage, for a total of 94 tests. The translations of 56 points distributed around the anterior, lateral, and posterior portions of the superficial surface of the ribcage were measured while under loading. Each of the first through sixth rib levels was then separated from the remaining ribs, and this "rib ring" structure was individually loaded at the sternum in the anterior-posterior direction. The force when the ribcage was deflected to 8% of its initial depth was normalized to the force at the upper sternum (viz. 81.232.2 N). The normalized unilateral force at the costo-chondral junction was found to vary from 0.760.29 at rib 1 to 0.150.02 at rib 9, while bilateral forces (sum of left and right aspects) varied from 0.92 to 1.11. The rib rings were generally less stiff, ranging from 0.780.24 for rib 1 to 0.190.01 for rib 6. The deformation patterns under all loading conditions were quantified. In general, bilateral loading produced an approximately symmetric deformation pattern, while unilateral loading resulted in approximately twice as much resultant deformation on the ipsilateral side compared to the contralateral side.
INTRODUCTION
The ability of an occupant to survive a motor vehicle collision depends partly on maintaining the structural integrity of the thorax, as the likelihood of survival sharply decreases with the presence of thoracic injuries. Yamamoto et al. (2005) identified twelve thoracic injuries which are potentially life-threatening and require immediate medical treatment. Four of these-cardiac tamponade, tension pneumothorax, obstruction of the airway, and aspiration-are often fatal within three hours of injury, and damage to the aorta usually results in immediate death (Yamamoto et al. 2005 , McGwin et al. 2003 ). An occupant with six or more rib fractures is three times more likely to die within 24 hours of hospital admission than a similar occupant having a single rib fracture, and the presence of organ injuries increases these odds further (Lien et al. 2009 ). For elderly drivers, chest injuries are especially of concern; approximately 47% of fatal injuries sustained to older drivers were to the chest, compared to only 24% for younger drivers (ages 16-33) (Kent et al. 2005a) . Protection of the thorax, then, becomes a paramount concern in the design of advanced restraint systems. Further, as restraint systems are specifically designed to engage various structures of the thorax, the efficacy of these restraints to reduce other types of injury (e.g. head injury) is often dictated by their structural interaction with the thorax.
To this end, many studies have examined the structural (i.e. force-deflection) response of the thorax under loading. Perhaps the most widely-cited of these are the frontal hub impacts published by Nahum et al. (1971) , Kroell and Schneider (1971) , and others to establish benchmarking standards for physical and computational models of the thorax. Follow-up studies have looked at thoracic response in other impact directions, including lateral (e.g., Stalnaker et al. 1979 , Marcus et al. 1983 , Viano et al. 1989 , Cavanaugh et al. 1993 , Pintar et al. 2007 ) and oblique loading (e.g., Shaw et al. 2006) . Additional studies have investigated the influence of muscle stimulus (L'Abbe et al. 1982 , Kent et al. 2003 , restraint type (e.g., Kent et al. 2004) , and superficial and visceral tissue (e.g. Kent et al. 2005b ) on the thorax's structural response. A variety of computational models have also been developed to further understand the role of the bony thorax in loadsharing through the chest, including the H-Model (Haug et al. 2004) , the Total Human Model for Safety (THUMS) (Iwamoto et al. 2002 , Kimpara et al. 2005 , the Human Model for Safety (Robin 2001) , and the HUMOS2LAB model (Song et al. 2009 ).
As these models become more sophisticated, however, a better understanding of the coupling mechanisms between the various bony and soft tissues in the thoracic cage becomes increasingly necessary. Most of the aforementioned studies are limited in that they characterize the global (rather than regional) response of the thorax, in which the sternum, multiple ribs, and other structures are engaged simultaneously to determine an effective response for the entire structure. One of the first attempts to characterize regional variations in the response of the thorax was the table-top experimental study performed by Cavanaugh and colleagues and described in Schneider et al. (1992) . The Cavanaugh tests used small rectangular plates to load both Post Mortem Human Surrogates (PHMS) and Anthropomorphic Test Devices (ATDs) at two rates (1.7 mm/sec and 102 mm/sec) at upper, middle, and lower locations on the sternum and right ribs, measuring rib deflections at nine locations on the ipsilateral and contralateral aspects during loading. Shaw et al. extended the Cavanaugh methodology to test the Hybrid III and THOR-Alpha ATDs (2005) and five PHMS (2007) , with the latter study including dynamic measurements of ribcage deformation.
Both the Cavanaugh and Shaw tests measured the displacement of a number of rib points to quantify the overall deformation pattern of the ribcage. In a similar study, Ali et al. (2005) statically deformed four torsos to varying depths, to a maximum of 53% of the original thoracic depth. Computed tomography (CT) was used to track the motion of various ribs at each deformation level. A follow-up study involved tracking the deformation of a variety of points on the ribcage under dynamic belt loading onto the entire torso (Lessley et al. 2008 ).
The present study extends the previous studies by investigating a larger number of loading locations on the eviscerated ribcage, by providing a localized load concentrated onto a single rib (Unilateral Loading) or pair of ribs (Bilateral Loading) , and by measuring a larger number of deflection points than in previous tests. In addition, isolated rib rings (the two ribs and their vertebral attachments, cartilages, and sections of sternum) from levels 1-6 were tested (Rib Ring Loading), using an anterior deformation method similar to that described by Verriest et al. (1985) . The specific test approach outlined in this study was chosen based on three main objectives: 1) to elucidate the variability in the structural stiffness (i.e. force-displacement behavior) by rib level and location along the rib, 2) to identify trends in the deformation patterns in the ribcage with loading location, and 3) to quantify the stiffness and deformation trends at a sub-structural (i.e., rib ring) level. The method was intended to isolate the biomechanical response of the ribcage alone under such a highly-localized load, without the complicating effects of superficial and visceral tissue, inertial/dynamic effects, and a complex loading environment. This study can supplement existing benchmarking standards for thoracic models, providing biomechanical data for the ribcage under a battery of highly-localized loadings with controlled boundary conditions.
METHODS
Three denuded and eviscerated PMHS of adult anthropometry, referred to in this study as subjects A, B, and C, were prepared for this study. 1 The causes of death were gastrointensinal bleeding, respiratory failure, and multi-system organ failure, respectively. All subjects were confirmed as negative for hepatitis B and HIV. None of the subjects had pre-existing rib fractures or pathologies of the sternum, and none of the subjects had experienced visible degeneration of the thoracic connective tissue. The subjects were kept in frozen storage until the time of test. Table 1 gives measurements and other details for each of these three subjects. All work in this study was performed at the University of Virginia Center for Applied Biomechanics.
1 All PMHS handling procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University of Virginia, and were in accordance with guidelines set forth by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. CT. b Distance between the lateral-most points on the ribcage c Distance from the anterior-most point on the sternum to the posterior-most point in the transverse plane. d Distance from the superior edge of the T1 lamina to the inferior edge of the T12 lamina e Distance along the sternum from the jugular notch to the inferior tip of the xiphoid process f All ribcage depths at a particular rib level were defined as the anterior-posterior distance from the anterior-most point on the particular rib level to the posterior-most point on the ribcage that is in the same transverse plane as the anterior point. This depth is denoted as D 1 , and is used for normalizing the displacement. g The significant standard deviation in the depth at Rib 10 is because subjects A and B had a 10 th rib pair that was not connected to the costal cartilage on the adjacent ribs, while subject C had such a connection. As such, the anterior-most point of rib 10 was further posterior than on ribs 9 and others more superior. h Upper and lower sternum rib corresponds to the rib level whose costosternal junction was closest to the transverse plane containing the loading point. The depth D 1 for this rib level was used for normalizing the displacement.
Subject Preparation
Each PMHS was prepped and tested in the same manner. First, the head, extremities, superficial musculature, and visceral contents were removed from the subject, such that only the ribcage, vertebral column, and pelvis remained. As this preparation process disrupted the musculature and ligaments supporting the shoulder complex, the scapulae and clavicles were also removed. The intercostals muscles, costo-vertebral joints, and sternal connections were left intact, as were the transversospinal muscles (semispinalis, multifidus, rotatores) and the levatores costarum. The erector spinae and muscles superficial to them were removed during the preparation process.
Fifty-six marker points on the superficial surface of the eviscerated ribcage were located to define the kinematic state of the thorax (Figure 1 ). Each rib had up to three markers, located at the costo-chondral junction (CCJ) and the lateral-most and posteriormost points on that particular rib. CCJ markers were only placed on ribs 1-7, and lateral markers on the ninth right and eighth left ribs were omitted. Four points on the sternum along the mid-sagittal plane (midline) were additionally located, at the sternal notch, just inferior to the manubrium, at the center of the gladiolus, and at the xiphoid. The inferior boundary on the ribcage was marked as the inferiormost points on the left and right tenth ribs. For the purposes of this paper, these markers were considered as lateral points. The lateral, posterior, and sternal locations were marked using #4-40 (2.85 mm-diameter) steel hex nuts (to allow for CT imaging) and adhered to the subject using a cyanoacrylate-based adhesive (Loctite 345, available from McMaster-Carr, Atlanta GA). The CCJ locations were indicated with a dot of oil-based paint during the test; additionally these points were marked with removable magnets to appear on the CT images. High-resolution (0.625 mm slice thickness, ~1 mm in-plane resolution) CT images were then taken on the prepared thorax.
Eleven U-shaped aluminum brackets were attached, using high-strength wood screws, to the posterior aspect of selected vertebra in the range T1-L3. The screws extended through the laminae into the vertebral bodies, to rigidly anchor the brackets to the vertebrae. Care was taken to ensure that the full range of rotation about the costo-vertebral and costotransverse joints was preserved (Figure 2 ). The spinal brackets were fixed to a slotted aluminum rail, which was in turn mounted to a support structure attached to ground, thus imposing a "fixed spine" boundary condition onto the subject. To allow for natural motion of the ribcage under the influence of gravity, the ribcage was mounted upright, in a nominally seated driving position. The spinal brackets were positioned along the rail using a clevis-pin assembly such that the upper thoracic (T1-T3) and lumbar vertebrae were flexed forward of the mid-thoracic vertebrae (T7-T8), to produce a thoracic spinal curvature similar to that seen in a seated, belted PMHS in a sled test. Each clevis-pin assembly was then tightened to prevent movement of the vertebrae once positioned.
Unilateral and Bilateral Loading Procedure
Loading was first applied to the entire eviscerated ribcage. The loading procedure was designed to load the ribcage with a point force. This was accomplished through a novel method designed to impose few constraints upon the motion of the rib under anterior loading. Specifically, it was intended that a purely normal force be applied to the surface of the rib, without introducing a net torque or shear force onto the rib. To this end, segments of spherical Delrin® [poly(oxymethylene)] (available from McMasterCarr, Atlanta GA) were used as an interface between a loading plate and the superficial surface of the ribcage. These spherical segments were cut from solid spheres to a depth of 40% of the original sphere diameter; this depth was chosen such that the center of the sphere nominally coincided with the center of the rib's cross-section at the installation site. Two sizes of spheres were used: medium (19 mm diameter) and large (25.4 mm diameter). Prior to each test, a spherical segment was adhered to the cage at the point of loading using cyanoacrylate glue. A 51 mm tall x 44 mm wide aluminum plate contacted the spherical segments to apply a load directly onto the outer surface of the spherical segment ( Figure 3) . Translation of the plate towards the ribcage thereby produced rotation and translation of the spherical segment. The coefficient of friction between aluminum and Delrin was low, and the contacting surface of the spherical segment was further lubricated using lithium grease to allow the Superior View spherical segment to travel freely on the surface of the loading plate. As the center of the spherical segment was nominally coincident with the center of the rib, this movement of the spherical segment was assumed to be the same as that of the centroid of the rib's cross-section at that point.
Rib(s) Aspect Location
A custom experimental fixture was designed to apply the displacement (Figure 4 ). The loading plates were attached to an aluminum loading arm, which was in turn attached to a linear actuator/stage (IDC Model RB6, Danaher Motion, Rockford IL). The actuator was mounted to a support frame that allowed for superior-inferior and lateral adjustment of the motor's initial position. This frame was in turn clamped to a heavy steel table which allowed for large adjustments in the initial frame position, and which prevented any motion of the loading frame during the test. The mounted spine could also be rotated about the spinal axis to align the loading arm with the surface of the ribcage. Two arm styles were used here: a unilateral loading arm containing one plate assembly, and a bilateral arm containing two plate assemblies. A third ring loading arm was used later for the Rib Ring tests.
Two types of tests were performed: unilateral, in which a single loading plate was used to displace a single point on the cage, and bilateral, in which two plates (left and right) applied a displacement onto two points on the cage simultaneously. Up to three unilateral loading sites were defined at each rib level, as shown in Figure 5 : the costo-chondral junction (denoted in this paper as "CCJ"), the midpoint of the costal cartilage (i.e., halfway between the CCJ and the costo-sternal junction, denoted as "Cartilage"), and a point on the rib bone (denoted as "Bone") located 5 cm from the CCJ, as measured along the rib surface. Additionally, two locations on the sternum were loaded: an "Upper" point 1-2 cm inferior of the manubrium and a "Lower" point 1-2 cm superior to the xiphoid. To minimize the effects of multiple loadings in the same vicinity, the unilateral tests at the CCJ were conducted on the side of the ribcage (left or right) contralateral to the tests on the cartilage and bone. Bilateral loading took place simultaneously at the left and right CCJ locations at a given rib level. For the unilateral tests, the input displacement vector d(t) was oriented normally to the surface of the rib and through the spinal column ( Figure 6 ). By directing the displacement through the spine, torques about the spinal axis were minimized. Sites at which a displacement vector normal to the ribcage surface was no longer directed through the spine (e.g., very inferior Bone locations on the ribcage) were omitted from testing. For the bilateral tests, d(t) was directed in the anterior-posterior direction ( Figure 6 ). In all Each unilateral test proceeded as follows: While the subject was unloaded, the initial position of each of the fifty-six ribcage markers listed in Figure 1 , as well as markers defining the loading location, subject orientation, and loading vector, were recorded using a 3-D digitizing arm (Faro Gold, Lake Mary FL). An appropriately-sized spherical segment (medium or large) was then adhered to the loading site. The target displacement was then calculated for the loading site, chosen to be nominally 15% of the anterior-posterior depth D 1 at the rib level being loaded. For the sternum points, the rib level whose costo-sternal junction was closest to the loading site was chosen for the depth calculation ( Table 1 ).
The linear actuator applied a ramp displacement waveform to the plate, at a quasi-static rate (2 mm/sec). Displacement was continued until either a) the target displacement of 0.15D 1 was achieved, b) the loading plate was about to break contact with the spherical segment and/or engage adjacent ribs (thus changing the loading condition), or c) the load cell measurements reached their rated capacity. The displacement was then held at d=d h while the marker points were re-digitized, to define the kinematic state of the ribcage under load. The load was then removed and the ribcage was prepared for the next loading site. To maintain hydration of the soft tissues, physiological saline was sprayed onto the ribcage between each test.
As it was not possible to use the Faro Arm to measure the position of the loading site while under load (due to interference from the plate), pressuresensitive film (Fujifilm Prescale, Fuji Photo Co., Tokyo Japan) was used to track the translation of the spherical segment on the plane of the loading plate. Prior to the test, a sheet of film was taped to the loading surface of the plate. When force from the spherical segment was applied to the loading plate, ink blotted onto the film, producing a distinct colored path indicating the excursion of the sphere at the point of contact.
After completion of all unilateral tests on a given subject, a single "validation" unilateral test was repeated on the subject to assess test-to-test variability and tissue changes due to repeated loading of the ribcage. Bilateral tests were next performed using the same methodology but with the bilateral loading arm and duplicate loading plates and spheres. No repeated bilateral tests were performed.
Unilateral and Bilateral Data Processing
All data was imported into Excel 2003 (Microsoft Corp., Redmond WA) and MATLAB 7.9 (the Mathworks, Natick MA) for further analysis. The signals were first smoothed using a 10-point movingaverage filter (i.e., a filter window of 0.1 sec). The unfiltered and filtered signals were overlaid to confirm that the filtering did not substantially alter the underlying signal trend or introduce temporal shifts in the data. Displacement and time data were then de-biased such that both signals were set to zero at the time of initial force reading on the load cells. All displacement data taken by the Faro Arm were converted from the global (laboratory) coordinate system to a subject-based coordinate system XYZ whose origin was located at the sternal marker point at the center of the gladiolous, with +X directed posteriorly (towards the spine), +Y directed towards subject right, and +Z directed cranially, such that loading was directed in the XY plane. A second coordinate system xyz was aligned along the direction of the loader, such that +x was along the direction of displacement d(t), yz was in the plane of the loading plate, and +z was directed cranially (Figure 7 , top). The origin of this xyz coordinate system was the loading site location measured by the Faro Arm.
After each test, the Fuji film sheets were photographed and digitized to record the displacement y and z in the plane of the loading plate (Figure 7 , bottom). This information was combined with the input translation d h of the loading plate in the x-direction and converted to the XYZ subject coordinate system. In this paper, all position data is reported in this XYZ coordinate system. The translation of each marker point was then normalized by d h for comparison.
Spine fixed Figure 6 : Description of representative loading locations for unilateral and bilateral tests.
Each force-displacement curve was fit to a quadratic curve of the form
with coefficients k 1 and k 2 . This form was chosen to incorporate the observed tendency of the ribcage to stiffen with increasing displacement (Kent et al. 2004) , an effect which cannot be modeled using a 
To aid in comparison across subjects, each of these F 8 values was also normalized by the value of F 8 at the upper sternum location for that particular subject, i.e.:
This normalized value of F 8N was used to quantify the variation in stiffness throughout the ribcage.
To quantify the degree of thoracic coupling experienced by the cage, a coupling ratio  was defined for each rib level at which both unilateral and bilateral tests were performed at the CCJ. Suppose the ribcage can be approximated as a set of two springs of stiffness k L and k R arranged in parallel (Figure 8 ). When a prescribed deformation d is applied to one spring (e.g. k L ), the amount of deformation experienced by the other spring varies with the degree of coupling. If the chest is uncoupled, no deformation of k R occurs when k L is deformed. That is, the total force F exerted by the two springs is due entirely to k L . Similarly, when the chest is fully coupled, applying a deformation to a single spring results in equal deformation of both springs (see Figure 8 ). Observe that this fully coupled situation is identical to the bilateral case in which the same prescribed deformation is directly applied to both springs-in both cases, the force F is the same. That is, no additional stiffness of the structure is gained by loading two points as opposed to one. Thus, a simple ratio can be used to quantify the degree of coupling, defined as:
where F L and F R are the forces exerted by springs k L and k R , respectively, and the sub-scripts U and B refer 
Deform both springs directly Only one spring exerts force. Same force output for both fully coupled and bilateral loading. to unilateral and bilateral loading, respectively. For the constant-stiffness system shown in Figure 8 , [4] can be written as:
where 0 
That is, for the completely coupled case ( 1   ), the ratio 1.0   , while for the completely uncoupled 
where F 8 for the unilateral case (subscript U) is from the test at the CCJ for the particular rib level, while (F 8 ) L and (F 8 ) R refer to the values of F 8 for the left and right sides of the rib. This ratio was compared across rib number to assess variations in structural coupling throughout the ribcage.
Rib Ring Loading Procedure
Upon completion of all unilateral and bilateral loading tests for a given subject, individual "rib rings" were prepared for loading. A rib ring was defined as the two ribs at each rib level, their associated lengths of costal cartilage, and a section of sternum attached to the cartilage lengths. Since direct connections between the cartilage and the sternum only exist (by definition) for the true ribs (approximately ribs 1-6, varying with the subject), rib rings were only defined over this range. Ring loading progressed superiorly starting with the inferior-most ring.
To prepare each ring, the intercostal muscles between the given rib ring and the adjacent ribs were first cut. The sternum was then cut medio-laterally along transverse lines located halfway between the costal cartilage attachment points of the present rib ring and those of the superior and inferior adjacent rib levels. This permitted the ring to move independently of the rest of the ribcage. To prevent inferior rotation of the rib ring (i.e. "sagging") during positioning or loading, the sternal section was supported by the bottom (superior-inferior) plate of an L-shaped loader ( Figure 9 , top). To ensure that the in situ position of the rib ring was maintained after cutting the sternum, the position of the center of the sternal section was measured using the Faro Arm prior to cutting the sternum, and the position of the superior-inferior plate was adjusted to return the ring to this position once the sternum was cut. The same spinal hardware mounting system (i.e., a fixed-spine boundary condition) was used for this portion of the testing, and no disruption of the costo-vertebral joints took place. Seven marker points were digitized to define the initial and final shape of the ring: the CCJ, lateral, and posterior points on the two ribs, as previously defined, and the center of the sternal section ( Figure  9 , bottom).
A second (anterior-posterior) plate on the loader applied a displacement d(t) directly onto the section of sternum. No loading sphere was used, although the contacting surfaces of both plates were lubricated as before. As with the bilateral tests, this displacement was directed in the ribcage's posterior direction, in the transverse plane. Sternal displacement was applied at 2 mm/sec to a maximum displacement of 15% of the depth D 1 at the loaded rib level. The positions of the seven points on the rib ring were then re-digitized while the displacement was held. Once unloaded, the rib ring was disarticulated at the posterior extremities, taking care not to interfere with the spinal connections for the adjacent rib rings. The next-most superior rib ring was then prepared and tested. It was confirmed visually that the adjacent rib rings did not deform during the loading. Two sets of load cells measured the reaction force F A (t) onto the anterior-posterior plate and the force F S (t) onto the superior-inferior plate (this force arises due to the constrained rotation of the rib ring in the sagittal plane) (Figure 9 , top). Note that since the two plates were the same dimensions as before (51 mm tall by 44 mm wide), plate contact was limited to the sternal section. That is, motion of the rest of the rib ring (rib bone, costal cartilage, etc.) was not constrained to the transverse plane.
Rib Ring Data Processing
As with the unilateral and bilateral tests, the forcedisplacement relationship between the applied displacement and the anterior and superior force was modeled using a quadratic relationship between d(t) and F A (t) and F S (t). Since F S (t) does no work (the direction of force is orthogonal to d(t)), the relationship between d(t) and F S (t) is properly a measure of virtual stiffness.
The initial and final positions of the six markers on the rib ring (left and right posterior, lateral, and CCJ points) were converted to a coordinate system XYZ originating at the unloaded position of the center of the sternal section and aligned in the same orientation as the subject coordinate system discussed previously. That is, +X was directed posteriorly, +Y was directed to the right, and +Z was directed superiorly. The net translations were then normalized by the input displacement d h applied at the sternum. Due to geometric irregularities in the sternal shape, the sternal displacement vector was sometimes slightly mis-aligned with the ring X axis. Two rib ring dimensions were also defined: ring depth X 0 and ring breadth Y 0 . Breadth Y 0 was defined as the distance between the two lateral marker points on the ring, while the depth X 0 was defined as the distance between the loading point on the sternal section and the midpoint between the two posterior marker points ( Figure 9 , bottom).
The plate forces were then used to calculate the moment of the ring about the ring center of rotation (approximated as extending through the costovertebral joints of the left and right ribs and parallel to the Y axis). The initial position r  of the center of rotation relative to the posterior markers was measured for each ring from the subject CTs, and transformed into the XYZ ring coordinate system. This center of rotation was initially located at (x 0 , 0, z 0 ) in ring coordinates, and was assumed to remain fixed during the loading. A second X Y Z    coordinate system was then defined with the origin at the point of loading on the sternum, the X  axis pointing towards the center of rotation, and the Y  and Y axes parallel ( Figure 10 ).
At time t, the sternum was displaced through a distance d(t) in the X direction, such that the length ( ) t  of the vector between the sternum and center of rotation was calculated as:
and the angle ( ) t  of this vector from the transverse plane was calculated as:
where 0  and 0  are the values of these two variables at time t=0.
while the net rotation of the ring is
F S (t) in the Z direction were then resolved into the X Y Z    coordinate system, which rotates with ( ) t  , to get an in-plane force F P (t) and an out-of-plane normal force F N (t):
F t F t t F t t F t F t t F t t
The moment M about the ring rotational joint was thus calculated as:
For comparison between rib levels, the in-plane deformation was then plotted against the in-plane and normal forces, and the ring rotation was plotted against moment.
RESULTS
Seventy-six unilateral, 18 bilateral, and 16 ring tests were successfully performed (Table 2 and Table 3 ).
Note that subject B was tested opposite in aspect compared to subjects A and C; that is, the rib 2 CCJ location was on the right side for subject B, while it was on the left side for subjects A and C, etc. During the rib ring testing, it was determined that a rib fracture occurred near the anterior-lateral portion of the left third rib of subject B, and retrospective analysis of the data indicated that the fracture occurred during the unilateral test on the CCJ for this rib (the fourth test for this subject). The fracture was evident by a rapid drop in reaction force prior to the end of the displacement ramp, i.e., while displacement was still increasing. (Only the timehistory data prior to the incidence of fracture, at ~16.6 mm of applied displacement, was analyzed for this test.) As a result, no rib ring test was performed on this rib. In Table 2 , the order in which unilateral testing progressed on that subject is specified by the number in parentheses for each test; note that all subject B tests including and subsequent to test 4 were performed with the fracture present. This is explored further in the Discussion.
For convenience in analysis and comparison, all unilateral deformation data was reflected such that loading was on the right side of the ribcage. That is, for all (unilateral) tests in which the loading site was on the left side of the ribcage, the Y coordinate of the deformation vector for each marker point was inverted in sign. No reflection was necessary for the sternum, bilateral, or ring loading tests.
In some cases, the geometry of the subject or other characteristics precluded testing at particular locations. Due to excessive calcification of rib 1 for subjects B and C, the rib 1 cartilage and CCJ tests were omitted. In addition, for subjects B and C it was not possible to direct a unilateral force vector through the spine at rib 10 while still remaining normal to the ribcage surface, and thus these tests were omitted. Table 2 : Unilateral loading test matrix. Each cell specifies the tested aspect (L, R, and M for left, right, and midline, respectively) and tested order in parentheses for that subject (the repeated test number is omitted). A '-' indicates a test that was not performed successfully.
Indicates that location was tested twice to check repeatability after all other unilateral tests were complete. b Post-testing analysis indicated that a fracture occurred during this test. See text for further details. Table 3 : Bilateral and rib ring test matrix. An "X" indicates that the test was performed for the given subject, and a '-' indicates that the test was not performed successfully.
Rib 7 X -----* All tests on subject B occurred after a fracture of rib 3, left side occurred during the unilateral testing (see Table 2 ).
Unilateral and Bilateral Force-Displacement Results
Unilateral Force-Displacement Results. Plots of the reaction force vs. applied displacement are provided for each unilateral loading location in Figure 11 (sternum and ribs 1-5) and Figure 12 (ribs 6-10).
Multiple lines of the same line style represent repeated (validation) tests; these tests are indicated by the subject ID in parentheses [e.g. (A)] at the appropriate location. (These repeated tests are illustrated further in the Discussion). It was observed that while subjects A and B provided comparable force-displacement behavior, subject C was a clear outlier for most rib levels, yielding higher forces by a factor of 1.5 or more. Rib 7, however, showed a similar difference between all three subjects. The values of force at 8% deflection, i.e., F 8 , and the force relative to the upper sternum, i.e., F 8N , were averaged across the three subjects for each rib level ( Figure 13 ). F 8N indicated a similar stiffness for ribs 1-5 (approximately 0.7) but a steady decrease in stiffness to a minimum of ~0.2 at rib 10. In addition, the Bone location was consistently stiffer (i.e., higher mean F 8N ) than the CCJ location for a given rib level. Appendix A provides the values of the k 1 and k 2 coefficients and F 8 for each test.
Bilateral Force-Displacement Results. Forcedisplacement plots for the bilateral tests are provided in Figure 14 . Recall that the displacement of the left plate d L (t) was not identical to the displacement of the right plate d R (t). The mean values of F 8 and F 8N for the bilateral plates are given in Figure 15 , and the k 1 and k 2 coefficients are provided in Appendix A. 
Rib 1
Right Plate Ribcage Bilateral Symmetry. To examine the symmetry of the ribcage, the F 8 values for the left side of the cage for each subject were divided by the right side of the cage to define a symmetry ratio  as:
This ratio is plotted against rib level in Figure 16 . For most rib levels,  varied between 0.8 and 1.2, while for ribs 1 and 2,  was greater than unity for all subjects, indicating that the left side of the ribcage was stiffer than the right side. A matched-pairs student's t-test indicated that  was not, in general, significantly different from unity (p = 0.101). When only ribs 1 and 2 were considered, the hypothesis that  > 1 was significant (p = 0.03), although this observation is likely limited by the small number of subjects tested in this study.
Ribcage Coupling Behavior. The coupling ratio  was also compared across rib level (Figure 17 ). For upper ribs (ribs 1-3),  was greater than 0.6, while for lower ribs (6 and 7),  was below 0.5. The lower bound on  can be approximated as
consistent with the definition of  in [6] . For this range of ,  had a lower bound ranging from 0.48 (rib 5) to 0.58 (rib 1) with an average of 0.520.037. Thus, the upper ribs were considered moderately coupled, while the lower ribs were weakly coupled. For subject C, the ratio was nearly unity at rib 3, indicating nearly-complete coupling at that level (i.e., loading one point unilaterally was equivalent to loading two points bilaterally). The correlation between rib number and  was significant (p = 0.0134) but very weak (r = -0.57).
Ribcage Stiffness Distribution. The stiffness distribution of the ribcage is illustrated in Figure 18 in terms of the mean value of F 8N for the unilateral tests (top) and the bilateral tests (bottom). For the bilateral tests, the mean F 8N value is shown for each loading plate, and therefore the total force supported by the cage at that rib level is the sum of the values at those two points. 
Unilateral and Bilateral Deformation Results
To illustrate the translation of the marker points measured while the subject was being loaded, vector field plots were produced for each of the unilateral and bilateral loading locations. The full set of vector plots is provided for the reader in Appendix B; what follows here is a general discussion of the deformation trends shown there.
It was observed that for unilateral tests, there was substantial deformation of the lateral and CCJ markers on the loaded rib and those ribs adjacent to it on the ipsilateral side. In general, CCJ points on the ipsilateral aspect of the cage translated in the +X (posterior) and -Z (inferior) directions. Also, these points tended to translate medially for unilateral loading, although this trend was less consistent. For points on the contralateral side, the deformation pattern was more variable, with some subjects indicating +Y and +Z translations while others showed the opposite polarity. Meanwhile, for bilateral tests, there was little motion in the Y direction, and most points translated in the XZ plane exclusively. Bilateral loading also resulted in approximately symmetric engagement of both sides of the ribcage. In general, the displacement of the posterior markers was small (less than 25% of the input displacement) for both unilateral and bilateral tests.
From the plots in Appendix B, it was observed that the translation vector directions tended to exhibit greater variability for those marker points which experienced lower resultant translations. To illustrate this, the angles that each translation vector made with respect to the YZ and XZ planes were calculated for each marker point. The range in these two angles (which represents the range in translation vector direction over the three subjects) was then calculated for each marker point at each loading location. (An angle range of 180 indicates vectors in exactly opposite directions). When plotted against the resultant translation (normalized by the input displacement d h ), it was observed that the angle range, in general, became smaller as the translation magnitude became larger (Figure 19 ). That is, those marker points which moved the furthest when the subject was loaded also tended to move in the same general direction for all three subjects. 
Deformation Results for Unilateral Loading.
To quantify the amount of engagement of adjacent ribs in the unilateral loading tests, the resultant translation was calculated at four marker points (the CCJ and lateral points on the ipsilateral and contralateral aspects) at each of five rib levels: at the level of the loaded rib (P 0 ), one rib level superior to the loaded rib level (P +1 ), two rib levels superior (P +2 ), one level inferior (P -1 ), and two levels inferior (P -2 ). Adjacent rib levels that did not exist, e.g. P +1 for rib 1, were omitted, as were the sternal points. Each of these deformations was compared across loaded rib number 1-9. (Since these four points were not defined at the P 0 level for rib 10, that rib was omitted from this analysis.) Figure 20 (CCJ loading tests), Figure  21 (Bone tests), and Figure 22 (Cartilage tests) present the results of this comparison. For locations on the loaded level (P 0 ), the lateral points on the ipsilateral side underwent greater translation for upper ribs than for lower ribs for all three loading locations (CCJ, Bone, and Cartilage), with the mean lateral point translation on the ipsilateral side ranging from 0.95-1.06 of the input displacement for ribs 1-3, while the mean translation was generally below 0.65 for ribs 5-9. For the Bone tests, the lateral points on the ipsilateral aspect deformed more (0.75 or more of the input displacement), which was expected due to the more lateral location of the loading. With the exception of rib 1, the points on the rib contralateral to the loaded rib deformed less than half of the input displacement, on average, for the CCJ and Bone loading locations. (For the Cartilage location, both ribs 1 and 2 experienced contralateral deformations in excess of 0.5 of the input displacement). Further, the local deformation pattern tended to concentrate on the ipsilateral aspect. Comparing the deformations at the P -2 and P +2 levels with the P 0 level, it is observed that the ipsilateral deformations decreased by 50% or more when changing from P 0 to P +2 or P -2 , but the contralateral deformations were essentially identical. In other words, the contralateral side did not experience a region of higher deformation close to the loading location as seen on the ipsilateral side. Figure 
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Deformation Results for Bilateral and Sternum
Loading. It was observed from the vector field plots that the sternum and bilateral tests yielded approximately symmetric deformation vectors. Thus for these tests, the resultant translations of the markers were averaged left/right across the ribcage (e.g., the translations at the CCJ for the left and right second rib were averaged together). As observed with the unilateral tests, ribs within one rib level of the loaded rib (P +1 and P +1 ) translated 85% or more of the input displacement, while ribs further away translated less (Figure 23 ). For the bilateral tests, the resultant translation dropped off approximately linearly, peaking at ~110% of the input displacement at the loading site and decreasing by approximately 18% for each unit change in rib number (superior or inferior). The sternum experienced a similar linear trend in translation. As with the unilateral tests, the posterior translations were generally below 25% of the input displacement.
The degree of sternum coupling also varied with rib level. For bilateral loading of rib 1, the upper sternum underwent translations in excess of the inputted displacement to rib 1 itself, suggesting a strong coupling between this rib level and the sternum. It was also observed that the standard deviations for the sternum deformation at this rib level were substantially larger than for other rib levels. For lower rib levels (ribs 5-7), there was a portion of the lower sternum near the xiphoid which translated at magnitudes comparable to the P +1 and P -1 deformations of the CCJ. This occurred even though there was often no direct cartilaginous connection between the rib and the sternum at these rib levels (i.e. they were false ribs). 
Rib Ring Results
To compare the geometry of the rib rings across subjects, the X 0 and Y 0 dimensions and ring aspect ratio (X 0 /Y 0 ), were averaged across subjects for each rib level (Figure 24 ). It was observed that the three subjects had similar ring dimensions, with the largest coefficient of variation for X 0 and Y 0 at only 9% and 10%, respectively. Further, the aspect ratio was relatively constant across rib levels, with an average value of 0.720.03 and with no significant trend with rib level (p = 0.53). Thus the rib rings of the three subjects were considered to be of similar gross geometry.
Ring Force-Displacement and Moment-Rotation
Results. Plots of the anterior-posterior force F A (t) and superior-inferior force F S (t) vs. displacement d(t) are given in Figure 25 . It was observed that while subject C had a substantially stiffer F A (t) vs. d(t) response for rib 1, there was no consistent outlier in stiffness for the remainder of the ring levels. When considering in-plane force F P (t) vs. in-plane displacement d P (t), there was again no consistent outlier for most rib levels, although the value of F P for rib 1 at 10 mm of displacement was more than 36% higher for subject C than either of the other two subjects (Figure 26 , top row). However, for ribs 1-3, the normal force F N (t) was significantly higher for subject A at a given value of d P compared to the other subjects ( Figure 26 , middle row). In general, the inplane stiffness (i.e., the slope of the F P vs. d P curve) decreased with increasing (more-inferior) rib levels, although it was noted that rib 6 had a higher in-plane stiffness than rib 5 for subject B. It is also noteworthy that the resultant reaction force was nearly directed in the ring plane for ribs 3-6, as indicated by the low magnitude of the normal force relative to the in-plane force for these rib levels (rib ring 3 for subject A notwithstanding). As a result, the moment-rotation response indicated a markedly greater torsional stiffness for the upper ribs (1-2) relative to the lower ribs (4-6) ( Figure 26 , bottom row). Also, with the exception of rib 1, the normal force (when it was non-negligible) was always directed in the -Z direction, indicating that the resultant force was always directed below the XY plane, or at a shallower angle relative to the transverse plane than the rib plane itself. As expected, most of the ring deformation was in the XZ plane, with a smaller amount of Y component deformation. For ribs 1 and 2, the lateral points translated 0.75 or more of the input displacement, with the amount of lateral translation decreasing substantially with increasing (more inferior) rib number. The lateral points of subject C more often translated in the +Z direction compared to the other two subjects. As with the unilateral and bilateral tests, the largest discrepancies in polarities were associated with the smallest magnitudes of displacement. Posterior translations were limited to approximately 0.25 of the input displacement.
DISCUSSION
General Findings
It was observed that while subjects A and B provided comparable force-displacement behavior, subject C was consistently an outlier in the unilateral and bilateral tests (Figure 11, Figure 12 , and Figure 14) . This was unexpected, given that subjects B and C were closer to each other in terms of donor characteristics-both were females of approximately similar age (61 and 63, respectively)-than to subject A (a 44-year-old male) ( Table 1 ). It is known that age has a complex effect on the stiffness of the cage: the material properties of the bone (especially the toughness and fracture strain) tend to decrease with increasing age, while the elastic modulus of the cartilage increases with increasing calcification (which generally increases with age) (Guo et al. 2007 , Lau et al. 2008 . Meanwhile Kent et al. (2005c) and Gayzik et al. (2008) , among others, have quantified changes in ribcage morphology that occur with age, which can have an effect on the effective stiffness of the ribcage. In addition, the subjects were of mixed gender. It is known that the morphology of the ribcage differs with gender to a significant degree (Bellemare et al. 2001 , Bellemare et al. 2003 , Cerney and Adams 2004 . These morphology changes combine to show that, in general, female subjects have more compliant torsos than male ones (Kimpara et al. 2005) . In light of these observations, it was surprising that the young male subject was not the outlier in the present study, at least in terms of forcedisplacement characteristics.
All translations divided by input displacement d h applied at the sternum. Arrow legend provides scale for vectors. Subject C was a clear outlier in terms of corpulence, however: the BMI of subject C (viz. 39.9) approached morbid obesity, while the BMI for subjects A and B were 26.1 and 27.2, respectively (Table 1) . While this corpulence difference had no apparent effect on ribcage anthropometry, it is possible that such a condition caused the ribcage to be stronger on a material level, as the ribcage had to support 42% more whole-body mass than either of the other two subjects. While the mass of the fatty tissue on the subject's torso was not directly measured, it was observed during the preparation process that most of the difference in body shape between the three subjects was in the amount and distribution of torso fat. Berthet et al. (2005) proposed that differences in corpulence can also influence ribcage geometry (and therefore affect thoracic stiffness) to an equal or greater degree than age, and this finding would support such a hypothesis.
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When considering the isolated rib rings, subject C was a pronounced outlier only for rib 1, and no clear and consistent outlier existed for the remainder of the rib rings (Figure 25 ). This suggests that the stiffer rib 1 in subject C (relative to the other two subjects) led to an overall stiffening of its ribcage. Given its substantial differences in geometry relative to the other rib levels (rib 1 is notably shorter in the anterior-posterior direction and has larger crosssectional geometry than other ribs) and given the substantially higher magnitude of rib ring forces on rib 1 relative to other ribs (the mean F 8 on the anterior plate for rib 1 was 68 N, compared to 37 N or less for all other rib levels, see Appendix A), it would be expected that rib 1 plays a key role in force distribution throughout the thorax. As a result, the effective stiffness of the ribcage as a whole is more strongly dependent on the stiffness of rib 1 than on any other rib level. Consequently, the stiffer rib 1 in subject C may be primarily responsible for the stiffer behavior observed in the unilateral and bilateral tests. This further underscores the importance of directing belt and other restraint forces through the stiffer rib 1 and away from the more compliant lower ribs.
The present study also lends insight into the role of the sternum in load sharing. The F 8N forces in the unilateral tests exhibited a strong trend in rib level only for ribs 5-10 ( Figure 13 ). That is, true ribs which had direct cartilaginous connections to the sternum (i.e., ribs 1-5) shared load in such a manner that it was difficult to distinguish which rib was loaded. On the other hand, the force acting on ribs 6 and those further inferior dropped off substantially with increasing rib level.
Rib Fracture Findings
The input displacement at each rib level was deliberately limited to 15% of D 1 as to avoid fracture. This displacement was chosen based on the general understanding that rib fractures tend to occur at deflections of at least 20% of the initial chest depth (Cavanaugh 2002) . However, as discussed earlier, it was determined while preparing the rib ring tests that one fracture occurred, during the unilateral test on the CCJ of the left third rib of subject B. It is unclear, however, what effect this fracture had on subsequent tests on this subject. It has been observed in previous studies that a limited number of isolated rib fractures does not necessarily have a significant effect on the overall stiffness of the thorax. Kent et al. (2004) found that when multiple ribs were engaged (as under belt, hub, or distributed loading), the presence of preexisting fractures was not a significant predictor of thoracic stiffness. Duma et al. (2005) showed that the reaction force on the thorax under belt loading continued to increase nearly monotonically, even after 11 or more rib fractures occurred. Even under more localized engagement of the ribcage, Shaw et al. (2007) observed that the presence of multiple (15-17) rib fractures does not necessarily result in a corresponding decrease in the stiffness of the ribcage. This suggests that there are sufficient parallel load paths in the chest to allow the ribcage to maintain similar structural integrity in the presence of a few isolated rib fractures. The coupling findings in the present study support this hypothesis: as there is more coupling in the upper ribs compared to the lower ribs (Figure 17 ), force is more effectively shared between the ribs, thus mitigating the influence of an isolated fracture on the stiffness at other loaded points. The third rib directly connects to the sternum and thus coupling across the sternum is likely strong at this rib level. It should also be noted that due to the strategy of loading the CCJ on a side of the ribcage contralateral to the loading sites for the Cartilage and Bone tests, the tests for the Cartilage and Bone tests on rib 3 were likely unaffected by this fracture. That is, the only additional test to directly load this rib was the bilateral test on rib 3. Curiously, in that test the left (unfractured) rib produced lower forces than the right (fractured) rib. Based on the above considerations, the authors believe that the effect of the fracture was confined to only that rib itself, and did not compromise the remainder of the tests on subject B.
The apparent insensitivity of the ribcage to the fracture can further be observed by comparing the repeated tests for the three subjects (Figure 29 ). Recall that one unilateral loading location was repeated after the unilateral battery of tests was complete on each subject. Note that the repeatability of the subject that experienced fracture (subject B) was comparable to the repeatability of another subject which did not experience fracture (subject C). In fact, in terms of reaction force at maximum displacement, subject C showed a greater disparity between the initial and repeated tests than subject B in the reaction force (about a 10% difference for subject C vs. a 4.5% difference for subject B).
Comparison to Previous Studies
The findings found in the current study compare reasonably to the limited similar data available in the literature. In the Cavanaugh tests (quasi-static localized plate loadings onto a denuded torso), the authors found an effective stiffness (defined as the peak force divided by the peak displacement) ranging from 9.2-11.4 N/mm for the upper sternum and 5.9-7.7 N/mm for the lower sternum, while the stiffness at the CCJ ranged from 5.6 N/mm at rib 2 to 3.4 N/mm at rib 6 (Schneider et al. 1992) . In a similar study with multiple PMHS, Shaw et al. (2007) found an effective stiffness of 12.6  6.2 N/mm at the midsternum, 7.0  1.3 N/mm at the rib 3 CCJ, and 8.3  2.1 N/mm at the rib 6 CCJ under quasi-static loading. By comparison, the average stiffness for the upper and lower sternum locations in the present study (calculated by dividing the force at displacement d h by d h ) was 6.6  2.7 N/mm and 4.7  1.7 N/mm, respectively, while the stiffness at the CCJ locations varied from 4.1  1.4 N/mm for rib 2 to 2.9  0.8 N/mm for rib 6. Thus, the values in this study are approximately 1.4-2.4 times lower than the Cavanaugh and Shaw studies at the sternal locations, and 1.4-2.9 times lower at the CCJ locations. This difference can likely be attributed to two effects. First, there was likely a stiffening effect of the internal organs present in the Cavanaugh and Shaw studies. Kent et al. (2005b) estimated that the torso stiffness was reduced by 13-42% relative to the intact value when the skin and superficial musculature were removed, and was further reduced by 18-30% when the organs were removed, depending on the level of thoracic engagement. That is, the presence of the organs caused the thorax to become 1.3-2.3 times stiffer relative to the eviscerated condition in the Kent study, similar to the amount of stiffening between the current study and the Cavanaugh and Shaw studies. Second, the plates on the Cavanaugh and Shaw tests were designed to fully engage the surface of the plate with the surface of the ribcage (without allowing significant sliding), while the current study allowed for relative motion between the ribcage and loading plate through the use of a low-friction sphere-plate interface. As a result, substantially more superior-inferior and mediallateral deformation was observed in the present study than in those two previous studies, as the rib was permitted to slide on the plate as it naturally would when under a load in the transverse plane. In addition, the posterior portion of the ribs in the Cavanaugh and Shaw studies were fully supported, allowing minimal rotation of the posterior ribs, while no restriction on the rib motion was imposed in the current study, aside from the requirement that the thoracic vertebrae remain fixed. Nevertheless, the findings in the present study that sternal loading produces an approximately symmetric deformation pattern that dissipates as one moves superiorly or inferiorly away from the loading location ( Figure 23 ) while unilateral loading produces substantially higher deformations on the ipsilateral aspect relative to the contralateral aspect (Figure 20-Figure 22) , is supported by the previous studies. That is, for unilateral loading which does not directly engage the sternum, the deformation pattern is mostly confined to the side of loading, suggesting that the ribcage is more strongly coupled by rib level (in the superiorinferior direction) than across the sternum (mediallateral direction). Combined with the finding in the present study that the coupling ratio indicates a smaller amount of stiffness coupling for lower ribs than higher ribs (Figure 17 ), the bilateral tests on lower ribs can be regarded as the superposition of two unilateral tests, one on each side of the body with little interaction across the sternum, while bilateral tests on upper ribs have a pronounced sternal coupling component. For rib ring loading, Verriest et al. (1985) tested three rib rings in the plane of the ring taken from a 53-year-old male PMHS. For the purposes of comparison, the ratio of the in-plane force F P (t) to the in-plane displacement d P (t) at peak displacement was calculated for the present study and the Verriest study. For the present study, the mean F P /d P was 4.291.32 N/mm for rib 2, 2.140.18 N/mm for rib 4, and 1.320.19 N/mm for rib 6, compared to 4.93 N/mm (rib 2), 1.12 N/mm (rib 4), and 1.68 N/mm (rib 6) for the Verriest study. That is, in the present study, rib 6 was substantially more compliant than ribs 2 and 4, while in the Verriest study rib 4 had a lower stiffness than ribs 2 and 6. This may have been due to a greater variation in the cartilage material properties with rib level in the Verriest subject than was seen in the present study.
Study Scope and Future Work
The present study was intended to supplement existing benchmarking datasets for thoracic models under a controlled boundary condition. The nearlyidealized point loading approach taken here was intended to elucidate trends in the structural stiffness and coupled deformation of the ribcage on the length scale of a single rib. By design, the ribcages were tested without many of the structural elements and boundary conditions typically experienced by a loaded thorax in a crash environment, to prevent the confounding effects of organs and other thoracic structures, dynamic and inertial effects, and the complex loading typical of a vehicle crash. For example, inclusion of organs, musculature, flesh, and other bony tissues (e.g. clavicles and scapulae) would have likely restricted some of the available motion of the ribs and stiffened the ribcage (Kent et al. 2005b) . These structures would have provided parallel load paths for force transmission, which would complicate isolation of the coupling patterns in the ribcage alone. Engagement of multiple ribs, such as that which took place in the Cavanaugh and Shaw studies, would also complicate such a rib-level investigation. It should be noted that the type of loading discussed here is fundamentally different from restraint or inertial loading, which is by its nature distributed rather than concentrated, and thus the present study is not appropriate to describe deformation patterns and regional stiffness under the influence of various restraint types. Further, the level of applied displacement was purposefully held low, to avoid fracture and other damage to the ribcage, and so some of the loading effects experienced during a crash environment (such as the lateral bulge of the torso that results from belt loading) could not be replicated using this experimental approach. Thus the present study was not intended to lend insight into the design of restraint systems directly, but to further refine models of the thorax whose overall purpose is the design of such restraints.
A future extension of the present study would be to extend this work to the dynamic regime. While the Cavanaugh study did not observe a consistent change in stiffness when increasing the loading rate by a factor of 60, that study was performed only on a single PMHS (Schneider et al. 1992) . Using four PMHS, however, Shaw et al. (2007) observed a pronounced increase in the stiffness of the denuded thorax when the displacement rate was increased by three orders of magnitude. However, as both the Shaw and Cavanaugh tests were performed with visceral contents intact, the inertial contributions and rate-sensitivity of the organs likely had a substantial contribution to this effect. The rate-sensitivity of the ribcage alone has not, to the authors' knowledge, been explicitly quantified; however, most of the major components of the thorax are known to exhibit some degree of rate-dependency, including the costal cartilage (e.g. Lau et al. 2008) and the bony components (e.g. Carter and Hayes 1976) . Such a rate-sensitivity would not only alter the forcedisplacement trends presented in this study, but likely also change the ribcage deformation patterns. Dynamic loading of the thorax would cause certain regions of the thorax to become less compliant, resulting in less deformation in those regions compared to what was measured here. Such an investigation might be performed experimentally or using a computational model, with the data presented here providing quasi-static validation data for such a modeling effort.
Limitations of the Study
There are a number of limitations to the present study. First, as described previously, the subjects were of mixed gender and two of the three subjects were over 60 years of age (Table 1) . As a result, the stiffness and kinematic trends presented here, which are strongly sensitive to particular geometric and material characteristics of the subjects, are likely more applicable to elderly subjects than to the population at large, and to female subjects more so than male ones. The number of subjects also limits the generalizability of the findings in this study. Future work could expand the number of tested thoraces and control for gender and age effects to determine the robustness of the stiffness and deformation trends found here.
Local differences in the geometry between the three subjects may also limit the general applicability of the deformation trends found here. While the subjects were chosen to be of similar ribcage anthropometry in terms of gross dimensions (ribcage depths, rib ring aspect ratio, etc.) (Table 1 and Figure 24 ), the three ribcages were not perfectly geometrically homologous. In other words, the morphology of the ribcage for any one subject could not be reproduced by uniformly scaling the morphology of another by some scale factor (perhaps the ratio of D 1 between subjects). As a result, all of the tests at the same nominal location (CCJ of rib 5, for example) did not engage the exact same homologous points on all three subjects. This geometric discrepancy may be responsible for some of the variability in the deformation patterns. In many locations, for example, the polarity of the Y (medial-lateral) component of the marker translation was inconsistent across the three subjects (see Appendix B). Further, as the stiffness (i.e. force-displacement) behavior was not consistent between the three subjects (particularly between subject C and the other two subjects), the translation pattern was unlikely to be identical between the three subjects at a given location, as variations in local stiffness will change the deformation pattern. As the requirement for geometric homology is violated everywhere throughout the population (i.e., no two ribcages are identical in shape), more subjects should be tested to develop average kinematic trends that are broadly representative of what is seen in the population.
Finally, by design, the ribcages were exposed to multiple repeated loadings during the battery of testing. This approach was intended to maximize the amount of information that could be obtained from the PMHS to better develop rib-level trends without the complicating effects of variation between subjects. This method, however, could have caused progressive tissue damage with each additional test, even with the efforts made to retain hydration of the soft tissues. While it was assumed that such degradation would have more effect on the cartilage and intercostal musculature than on the bony components, some material changes to the bone (e.g. yielding) may have occurred, especially around the rib 3 CCJ for subject B (the fracture location). As shown earlier in Figure 29 , the repeated tests on subject A showed essentially no difference between initial and repeated tests, while subject B and C exhibited less than 10% change in reaction force at maximum displacement. This observation suggests that the effect of the single fracture in subject B was comparable to the material degradation effect in subject C in terms of overall effects on the ribcage repeatability, while no such behavior occurred in subject A. As a result, the contribution of such changes to the overall stiffness and deformation trends is believed by the authors to be minimal.
CONCLUSIONS
The force-displacement response of the ribcage was evaluated under three loading conditions: unilateral and bilateral loading of the entire ribcage and sternal loading of isolated rib rings. Unilateral loading was directed at three locations on the rib-on the costal cartilage, at the CCJ, and lateral to the CCJ on the rib bone-while bilateral loading engaged both the left and right costo-chondral junctions simultaneously. The force at 8% deflection was normalized by the force at the upper sternum (viz. 81.232.2 N). The mean normalized unilateral force at the CCJ was found to vary from 0.760.29 at rib 1 to 0.150.02 at rib 9. The mean normalized force at the rib bone location was generally higher than the force at the CCJ for the same rib level, varying from 0.770.11 at rib 1 to 0.280.10 at rib 9. However, the force at the costal cartilage location was not consistently higher or lower than the force at the CCJ for the same rib level, with the mean normalized cartilage force ranging from 0.59 to 0.76 for ribs 1-5. The normalized bilateral force (sum of left and right aspects) varied from 0.92 to 1.11. The unilateral stiffness of the thorax was found to be dependent on rib number (especially for the lower ribs) and to a lesser degree to location along the rib (cartilage, bone, CCJ), while for the bilateral tests the stiffness was largely insensitive to rib level.
The upper ribs were found to be more strongly coupled to the remainder of the thorax compared to the lower ribs, resulting in greater deformation of adjacent ribs for the upper locations on the ipsilateral side compared to lower ribs. Meanwhile, there was generally less than half as much deformation on the contralateral side of the ribcage as on the ipsilateral side. Bilateral tests resulted in approximately symmetric deformation profiles, with the degree of adjacent rib engagement decreasing with increasing rib level.
The rib rings were found to be substantially more compliant than the intact ribcage for most rib levels, and generally decreased in stiffness with increasing rib number: while rib 1 was 0.780.24 of the upper sternum stiffness, the rib 6 rings were only 0.190.01 of the upper sternum stiffness. The forcedisplacement and deformation trends found in this study can be used to further improve models of the thorax to better incorporate the effects of loadsharing and coupling in a thoracic loading environment. (ipsilateral) side. The location of loading is indicated by a solid black dot; for loading of the cartilage, the dot is located halfway between the sternum and right CCJ location, while the dot for bone loading is located halfway between the CCJ location (if defined) and the corresponding lateral marker point.
For bilateral tests, the translations are presented in the same format, with two loading locations shown but with no reflection of the Y data. Repeated (validation) test data are shown with dashed arrow lines, with the line color and thickness corresponding to the appropriate subject. Posterior data suspect for subject C due to large magnitude. Figure B4 : Deformation vector plots for rib 2 tests. Figure B10: Deformation vector plots for rib 9 and 10 unilateral tests.
